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INSTRUCTIONS FOR YOUR NEW MANAFLOW

MDSS GmbH
Schiffgraben 41

30175 Hannover, Germany

Power Supply
Input: 100 - 240 Vac, 50 - 60 Hz,
Output: 5 Vdc @ 2 Amp



USER MAINTENANCE
Contains no serviceable parts. Contact ManaMed Customer Service at 888-508-0712.

Inspect the unit and all components for any damage that may have occurred during shipping or general 
handling prior to each use (for example, frayed or cut charging cord, cracked plastic housings, torn 
cuffs, etc). Refer to image of ManaFlow for description of all components.

Do not attempt to connect the wall supply if any damage is noticed.

Avoid subjecting the unit to shocks, such as dropping the pumps.

Do not handle the leg cuffs with any sharp objects. If a bladder is punctured or you notice a leak, do 
not attempt to repair the unit or cuffs. Replacement units are available through customer service.

Avoid folding or creasing the bladder during use and transportation of the unit.

Battery is not replaceable; replacement units are available through customer service.

Contact ManaMed to receive replacements instructions for any damaged items.

STORAGE
Store in a dry location between +10°C (50°F) and +40°C (104°F).
Do not expose to heat exceeding 50°C (122°F) for extended periods of time.
Do not store items in direct sunlight.

DISPOSAL
This unit is an electromechanical device that includes printed circuit boards and rechargeable 
batteries. Do not discard in landfill. Consult local county requirements for proper disposal instructions.

Pump control units contain rechargeable batteries. Do not discard the pump unit in regular waste. 
Bring the unit to your local recycle center or contact ManaMed.

PURPOSE OF DEVICE
The ManaFlow is a portable and rechargeable prescriptive device. It is intended to be 
used in the home or clinical/hospital setting by or under the direction of a medical 
professional to apply pressure to treat lymphedema and other edematous conditions 
and to prevent Deep Vein Thrombosis (DVT).

INDICATIONS FOR USE
Prescription Use:
The ManaFlow system, part numbers MFLOW51 and MFLOW52, is comprised of a
gradient compression sleeve and a portable intermittent pump to provide graduated
compression in both sustained and intermittent settings for use in both the hospital 
and outpatient setting. ManaFlow 51 is pre-set to the default setting of 50 mmHg and 
cannot be adjusted, whereas the ManaFlow 52 can be adjusted by the physician to a 
pressure within the specified range. It is intended for use in:

Treatment of lymphedema

Treatment of chronic venous insufficiency

Treatment and promotion of healing of stasis dermatitis and venous stasis ulcers

Reducing venous leg ulcer healing time

Reducing edema due to venous stasis

Enhancing venous return

The device is intended for home, and hospital use.

CONTRAINDICATIONS
The ManaFlow must not be used to treat the following conditions:
Persons with suspected, active or untreated: deep vein thrombosis, ischemic vascular 
disease, severe arteriosclerosis, pulmonary edema, severe congestive heart failure, 
thrombophlebitis or an active infection;
On the legs where cuffs would interfere with the following conditions: vein ligation, 
gangrene, dermatitis, open wounds, a recent skin graft, massive edema or extreme 
deformity of the leg.
Not for use on any neuropathy.  Do not use on extremities that are insensitive to pain. 
Not for use where increased venous or lymphatic return is undesirable.

TECHNICAL DATA
Specifications:
Dimensions: 16.5cm x 8.3cm x 5.5cm
Weight: Approx. 0.8 kg

SYSTEM OPERATING ENVIRONMENT:
Temperature: +10°C (50°F) to +40°C (104°F)
Humidity: 30%-75%. Keep dry.

Source of Power: DC 5 V or Inner Battery (3.7 volt Li-ion battery)

CAUTION: Charge batteries using only the
           power source provided by ManaMed.

POWER SUPPLY:
Class II, input: 100 - 240 Vac, 50 - 60 Hz, output: 5 V @ 2 Amp)
Use only UL/60601-1 approved power supplies from ManaMed for use in hospital settings.

Output:
Mode of Operation: Continuous
Modes of Operation: Non-Calibrated pressure (ManaFlow 51) – The device is non 
calibrated and each chamber will fill to the default pressure of 50 mmHg.
Calibrated pressure (ManaFlow 52) – The user has the ability to program each air 
chamber to a different pressure for patient specific treatment.  Pressure can be 
adjusted from 20 to 80 mmHg per chamber.

TOLERANCES:
Pressure 5%.

BATTERY CHARGE:
Takes approximately 3 hours
(from depleted state)..

BATTERY RUN TIME:
7 to 9 hours

The use of accessories, power supplies and cables other than those specified, with the 
exception of components sold by the manufacturer of the ManaFlow as replacement 
parts, may result in increased emissions or decreased immunity of the ManaFlow.

Designates Class II medical electrical equipment.

This unit is an electromechanical device that includes printed circuit boards and 
rechargeable batteries. Do not discard in landfill. Consult local county requirements for 
proper disposal instructions.

This symbol designates the degree of protection against electrical shock from the wrap 
as being a type B applied part.

Consult instructions for use.

CAUTION: Federal Law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician.

WARNING: This device is not protected against water. Equipment is not suitable for 

use in the presence of flammable anesthetic mixture with air, oxygen, or nitrous 

oxide. The rechargeable batteries supplied in this unit are not field replaceable. If you 

have any issues please contact 888-508-0712. for a replacement unit.



QUICK START

-

INSTRUCTIONS
Operation of the ManaFlow 51 & ManaFlow 52 Device
Hold the On/Off button for 2 seconds to turn on the device, and the four chambers (C1, C2, C3, 
and C4) of the device will work at the default 50mmHg. 
1a. The device will automatically inflate C1 first to 50mmHg (The left display shows C1, indicating 
Chamber 1; the right display changes from 00 to 50, indicating the air pressure); then inflate C2 
to 50mmHg (The left display shows C2, and the right display changes from 00 to 50) ; then 
inflate C3 to 50mmHg (The left display shows C3, and the right display changes from 00 to 50) 
; then inflate C4 to 50mmHg (The left display shows C4, and the right display changes from 00 
to 50) . Note: The light indicator is solid during the inflation. 
1b. After inflating to 50mmHg, all of the four chambers (C1, C2, C3, and C4) will stay for 10 
seconds (The left display changes to show CH, and the right display changes to show 50), and 
then deflate to zero at the same time (The left display changes to show CH, and the right 
display changes to show 00). Note: The light indicator is flashing during the deflation. 
1c. After staying at the zero pressure for 10 seconds (The left display shows CH, and the right 
display shows 00), the above steps 1a-1b are repeated. 

Additional Operation of the ManaFlow 52 Device
ManaFlow 52 in calibrated settings (Must have been prescribed ManaFlow 52)
2. Press and release the SET button to enter the setting mode of air pressure (Note: Press and 
release the On/Off button to exit the setting mode). 
2a. After entering the setting mode, the left display shows C1 (Chamber 1) and the right display 
shows a flashing air pressure of 50 (The flashing air pressure in the order of 50, 60, 70, 80, 20, 
30, 40, and 50mmHg will show up when the SET button is pressed and released). When the 
desired pressure shows up, holding the SET button for 2 seconds could finally confirm it. For 
example, when the flashing “30” is shown on the right display by pressing and releasing the SET 
button, holding the SET button for 2 seconds could confirm the pressure of 30mmHg for C1；
2b. After the pressure of C1 is set, the left display will automatically change to show C2, and the 
right display will change to show the flashing 50. Repeat Step 2a to set the pressure for C2；
2c. After the pressure of C2 is set, the left display will automatically change to show C3, and 
the right display will change to show the flashing 50. Repeat Step 2a to set the pressure for 
C3；
2d. After the pressure of C3 is set, the left display will automatically change to show C4, and 
the right display will change to show the flashing 50. Repeat Step 2a to set the pressure for 
C4；
2e. After the pressure for Chambers C1, C2, C3, and C4 is set, the device will automatically inflate 
the four chambers one by one: The left and right displays will show the same parameters as 
Steps 1a-1c (the only difference is the default 50mmHg pressure is replaced by the pressure set 
at Steps 2a-2d). 
3. Hold the On/Off button for 2 seconds to turn off the device.

Note:
a.  The light indicator next to the On/Off button will be steady on during the inflation, and flash during the deflation;
b.  When the device is off, holding the On/Off button 5 seconds could resume the device back to the use time of 0 
hour and the default pressure of 50mmHg for all the four chambers (The left display shows CH and the right display 
shows 50 for 2 seconds; afterward, Steps 1a-1c will start);
c.  The device has the memory capability, recording the last set pressure and the total use 
time (When the device is on, pressing and releasing the On/Off button could show the 
total use time, which lasts for 2 seconds on the left display);
d.  C1, C2, C3, and C4 represent Chamber 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, while CH represent the 
four chambers;
e.  The battery icon keeps flashing during the charging and become steady after the charging;
f.  During the charging, the device still could be used. 
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INFLATABLE DEVICE APPLICATION
Place the foot in the boot and secure the Velcro to hold it in place.
Make sure the wrap is snug, but not too tight.

2

Hold the On/Off button for two
seconds to turn device on. 

3

Charge the device before first use 

mmHg
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Button

mmHg
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Chamber 1 will begin to inflate to 
50mmHg. This will be shown in left 
display with “C1” and right display will 
increase to “50”.
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Chamber
Indicator

Pressure
Indicator
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After inflating C1, C2, C3, and C4, the 
device will indicate “CH“.  The device
will then deflate to “00”, and then 
repeat and cycle Step 4 automatically.

5

On/Off
Button

When secured, ManaFlow should look 
like the picture above.

4  --- C4

3  --- C3

2  --- C2

1   --- C1



WARNINGS AND
PRECAUTIONS

WARNINGS
Contact ManaMed™ Customer Service at 888-508-0712 for any questions or to
request a replacement. 

Do not attempt to repair the device. Do not attempt to open or remove covers.

Do not remove the pump unit from the cuff. Do not attempt to modify or change 
the device. NEVER attempt any service while the device is in use. 

ManaFlow is a Medical Electrical Device. The following are precautions specific 
to Medical Electronic Devices: 

instructions refer to “Cleaning and Disinfecting” section. 

room temperature. 

Medical Electrical Devices. 

CAUTIONS

transferred to another patient. 

sensation occurs and consult a Physician. 

wrapped too tightly. 

Consult a Physician. 

compartment syndrome.  Consult a Physician.

CLEANING AND DISINFECTING
NOTE: Inspect the device and follow the cleaning and disinfecting procedures prior to 
each use. 

WARNING:
to and during cleaning or disinfecting. 

WARNING: DO NOT IMMERSE DEVICE IN ANY LIQUID FOR ANY REASON. DO NOT 
PLACE DEVICE IN AUTOCLAVE. 

water or 70% isopropyl alcohol. Air dry only. 

isopropyl alcohol. Air dry. 

position and disconnected from the wall outlet 

cleaning or disinfecting. 

    accelerate drying. 

USING THE AC ADAPTER /
BATTERY CHARGER

IMPORTANT: 

WARNING: ™. The use of the wrong charger 

WHEN DEVICE IS OFF: 

WHEN DEVICE IS ON: 
Whenever the device is ON and the AC adapter/charger is connected and plugged into the wall 

ALARMS

E1 - Low Battery:  

Customer Service at 888-508-0712.

E2 - “Battery Critical” Alarm: 
You can continue to use the device as long as it is plugged in and charging.

Alarm Reset: 

reached within 30 seconds.  The cycling will stop and the alarm will sound for 10 seconds 

™ Customer 

Service at 888-508-0712.  DO NOT ATTEMPT TO FIX THE DEVICE.



EMC GUIDANCE

GUIDANCE AND MANUFACTURER’S
DECLARATION - ELECTROMAGNETIC
EMISSIONS

RF Emissions
CISPR 11

Harmonic Emissions
IEC 61000-3-2

Voltage fluctuations/flicker
emissions IEC 61000-3-3

RF Emissions
CISPR 11

Class B

Class A

Complies

Group 1 

Emissions Tests Compliance

GUIDANCE AND MANUFACTURER’S DECLARATION -
ELECTROMAGNETIC IMMUNITY

Electrostatic
Discharge (ESD)
IEC 61000-4-2

Electrical Fast
Transient/Burst IEC61000-4-4

Surge
IEC61000-4-5

±1kV line(s) to line(s)
±2kV line(s) to earth

±1kV line(s) to line(s)
±2kV line(s) to earth

Voltage dips, short
interruptions and
voltage variations on
power supply input
lines IEC61000-4-11

Power Frequency (50/60Hz)
Magnetic Fields IEC61000-4-8

30 A/m at 50 or 60 Hz 30 A/m at 50 or 60 Hz

0% UT ; 0.5 cycle
at 0º, 45º, 90º, 135º,  180º, 225º, 270º, 315º

0% UT ; 1 cycle
70% UT ; 25/30 cycle
0% UT ; 250/300 cycle

NOTE: UT  is the a.c mains voltage prior to application of the test level.

0% UT ; 0.5 cycle
at 0º, 45º, 90º, 135º, 180º, 225º, 270º, 315º

0% UT ; 1 cycle
70% UT ; 25/30 cycle
0% UT ; 250/300 cycle

±2kV for power supply lines
±1kV for input/ output lines

±2kV for power supply lines
±1kV for input/output lines

±8kV contact
±2kV, ±4kV, ±8kV, ±15kV air

±8kV contact
±2kV, ±4kV, ±8kV, ±15kV air

Immunity Test IEC 60601-1-2 Test Level Compliance Level

Warning: Don’t use near active HF surgical equipment and the RF shielded room of an ME system for magnetic resonance imaging, where the intensity of EM disturbances is high. 

Warning: Use of this equipment adjacent to or stacked with other equipment should be avoided because it could result in improper operation. If such use is necessary, this equipment and the other equipment should be 

observed to verify that they are operating normally. 

Warning: Use of accessories, transducers, and cables other than those specified or provided by the manufacturer of this equipment could result in increased electromagnetic emissions or decreased electromagnetic 

immunity of this equipment and result in improper operation. 

Warning: Portable RF communications equipment (including peripherals such as antenna cables and external antennas) should be used no closer than 12 in (30 cm) to any part of the equipment, including cables specified 

by the manufacturer. Otherwise, degradation of the performance of this equipment could result.

Technical description: 

1. All necessary instructions for maintaining BASIC SAFETY and

ESSENTIAL PERFORMANCE with regard to electromagnetic

disturbances for the excepted service life. 

2. Guidance and manufacturer’s declaration -electromagnetic

emissions and Immunity

Conducted RF
IEC61000-4-6

Radiated RF
IEC61000-4-3

10 V/m
80 MHz - 2.7 GHz, 80% AM at 1 kHz

10 V/m
80 MHz - 2.7 GHz, 80% AM at 1 kHz

3 V r.m.s.
150 kHz to 80 MHz
6 V RMS in the ISM and amateur
bands between 0.15 MHz and 80 MHz

3 V r.m.s.
150 kHz to 80 MHz
6 V RMS in the ISM and amateur
bands between 0.15 MHz and 80 MHz

GUIDANCE AND MANUFACTURER’S DECLARATION - IMMUNITY TO PROXIMITY FIELDS FROM RF WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

Radiated
RF
IEC
61000-4-3

385 MHz

450 MHz

710 MHz, 745 MHz, 780 MHz

 810 MHz, 870 MHz, 930 MHz

1720 MHz, 1845 MHz, 1970 MHz

2450 MHz

5240 MHz, 5500 MHz, 5785 MHz

**Pulse Modulation: 18Hz

*FM+ 5Hz deviation: 1kHz sine

**Pulse Modulation: 217Hz

**Pulse Modulation: 18Hz

**Pulse Modulation: 217Hz

**Pulse Modulation: 217Hz

**Pulse Modulation: 217Hz

1.8W

2W

0.2W

2W

2W

2W

0.2W

27 V/m

28 V/m

9 V/m

28 V/m

28 V/m

28 V/m

9 V/m

27 V/m

28 V/m

9 V/m

28 V/m

28 V/m

28 V/m

9 V/m
NOTE* - As an alternative to FM modulation, 50% pulse modulation at 18 Hz may be used because while it does not represent actual modulation, it would be worst case.
NOTE** - The carrier shall be modulated using a 50% duty cycle square wave signal.

Immunity Test IEC 60601-1-2 Test Level

Test Frequency Modulation Maximum Power Immunity Level

Compliance Level


